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A.
is the largest city, by population, in the USA. According to the April 2000 census, NYC
has a population of over 8 million people contained within 309 square miles (800 km2),
including immigrants from over 180 countries who help make it one of the most cosmopolitan
cities on earth. Many people from all over the US are also attracted to NYC for its energy,
cosmopolitanism, and by their own hope of making it big in the “Big Apple”.
NYC is composed of 5 boroughs: Brooklyn, Manhattan, Queens, the Bronx and Staten Island,
each of which could be a major city in its own right. The city is at the heart of the NY
Metropolitan Area, which, with over 22 million people, is one of the largest urban
conglomerations in the world.
The average temperatures in NYC are 32 ° Fahrenheit (0° Celsius) in January, and 76°
Fahrenheit (24° Celsius) in July.
NY has the most skyscrapers in the world among which the ESB is the tallest.

B. The 12-acre island in Upper NY Bay where the
stands, is about 11/2
miles (2.4 kilometers) southwest of Manhattan Island and falls under NY State jurisdiction.
Before being renamed Liberty Island in 1958, the island was called Bedloe’s Island and served
as a military post until 1937. A 15-minute ferry trip takes the visitors to the tiny island.
A centennial gift from France in recognition of the friendship established during the American
Revolution, the Statue was inaugurated on October 28th 1886.
151’1’’ tall ( = 46.05 m), 305’1’’ ( = 92.99 m ) including base and pedestal, it symbolizes freedom
throughout the world.
The 156 tons heavy Statue, with a 4’6’’ ( = 1.37 m )-long nose, is made of copper sheets with an
iron framework made by Gustave Eiffel. It depicts a woman escaping the chains of tyranny,
which lie at her feet.
At the end of her 42’ ( = 12.8 m )-long right arm, and its 8’ ( = 2.44 m )-long index, there’s a
burning torch that represents liberty.
Her left hand holds a tablet inscribed with the date “July 4, 1776”, in Roman numerals, the day
when the USA declared its independence from England. She is wearing flowing robes and the
7 seven rays of her spiked crown symbolize the seven seas and continents.

C.

This 12,454 ft tall skyscraper, located at 350 Fifth Avenue, between 33rd and 34th Streets, in
midtown Manhattan, was inaugurated on May 1st 1931 and is again, after the 9/11 destruction
of the Twin Towers, NY’s highest building, and the second tallest in the US.
To go to the last, 102nd floor, you can either walk up the 1,860 steps, or take one of the 73
elevators, that take you in only 1 minute right to the top. The admission price at the building is
$14.00 for adults from 18 to 61, or free for military in uniform, and for toddlers until the age of 5,
but accompanied by an adult ticket holder.
Although in its early years its nickname was “Empty State Building”, because of the lack of
inhabitance, 15,000 people work inside the building nowadays.
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is the largest city, by population, in the USA. According to the April 2000 census,
NYC has a population of over ………………… people contained within 309 square miles
(800 km2), including immigrants from over 180 countries who help make it one of the
most cosmopolitan cities on earth. Many people from all over the US are also attracted
to NYC for its energy, cosmopolitanism, and by their own hope of making it big in the “Big
Apple”.
NYC is composed of …………..
boroughs: Brooklyn, Manhattan, Queens, the Bronx and
Staten Island, each of which could be a major city in its own right. The city is at the heart of the
NY Metropolitan Area, which, with over 22 million people, is one of the largest urban
conglomerations in the world.
The average temperatures in NYC are ……… ° Fahrenheit ( ……. ° Celsius) in January, and
76° Fahrenheit (24° Celsius) in July.
NY has the most skyscrapers in the world among which the ESB is the tallest.
A.

B. The 12-acre island in Upper NY Bay where the
stands, is about
……….………. ( ………………. ) southwest of Manhattan Island and falls under NY State
jurisdiction. Before being renamed Liberty Island in 1958, the island was called Bedloe’s Island
and served as a military post until 1937. A 15-minute ferry trip takes the visitors to the tiny
island.
A centennial gift from France in recognition of the friendship established during the American
Revolution, the Statue was inaugurated on …………………………..
151’1’’ tall ( = ……….. meters), 305’1’’ ( = ………. meters) including base and pedestal, it
symbolizes freedom throughout the world.
The ………………… heavy Statue, with a 4’6’’ ( = ……….. meters)-long nose, is made of
copper sheets with an iron framework made by Gustave Eiffel. It depicts a woman escaping the
chains of tyranny, which lie at her feet.
At the end of her ……….. ’ ( = ……. meters)-long right arm, and its 8’ ( = ……. meters)-long
index, there’s a burning torch that represents liberty.
Her left hand holds a tablet inscribed with the date “July 4, 1776”, in Roman numerals, the day
when the USA declared its independence from England. She is wearing flowing robes and the
7 seven rays of her spiked crown symbolize the seven seas and continents.

C.

This 12,454 ft tall skyscraper, located at 350 Fifth Avenue, between 33rd and 34th Streets, in
midtown Manhattan, was inaugurated on May 1st 1931 and is again, after the 9/11 destruction
of the Twin Towers, NY’s highest building, and the second tallest in the US.
To go to the last, ……………… floor, you can either walk up the 1,860 steps, or take one of
the ………… elevators, that take you in only 1 minute right to the top.
The admission price at the building is ……………… for adults from 18 to 61, or ……………..
for military in uniform, and for toddlers until the age of 5, but accompanied by an adult ticket
holder.
Although in its early years its nickname was “Empty State Building”, because of the lack of
inhabitance, 15,000 people work inside the building nowadays.
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A.
is the largest city, by population, in the USA. According to the April 2000 census, NYC
has a population of over 8 million people contained within 309 square miles (800 km2),
including immigrants from over ………. countries who help make it one of the most
cosmopolitan cities on earth. Many people from all over the US are also attracted to NYC for its
energy, cosmopolitanism, and by their own hope of making it big in the “Big Apple”.
NYC is composed of 5 boroughs: Brooklyn, Manhattan, Queens, the Bronx and Staten Island,
each of which could be a major city in its own right. The city is at the heart of the NY
Metropolitan Area, which, with over 22 million people, is one of the largest urban
conglomerations in the world.
The average temperatures in NYC are 32 ° Fahrenheit (0° Celsius) in January, and ……… °
Fahrenheit ( ……… ° Celsius) in July.
NY has the most skyscrapers in the world among which the ESB is the tallest.

B. The 12-acre island in Upper NY Bay where the
stands, is about 11/2
miles (2.4 kilometers) southwest of Manhattan Island and falls under NY State jurisdiction.
Before being renamed Liberty Island in 1958, the island was called Bedloe’s Island and served
as a military post until 1937. A ………………………….. ferry trip takes the visitors to the tiny
island.
A centennial gift from France in recognition of the friendship established during the American
Revolution, the Statue was inaugurated on October 28th 1886.
………. ’ …….. ’’ tall ( = ……….. meters), ……….. ’ ……… ’’ ( = ………. meters) including
base and pedestal, it symbolizes freedom throughout the world.
The 156 tons heavy Statue, with a …….. ’ ….….. ’’ ( = ……….. meters)-long nose, is
made of copper sheets with an iron framework made by Gustave Eiffel. It depicts a woman
escaping the chains of tyranny, which lie at her feet.
At the end of her 42’ ( = ……. meters)-long right arm, and its ……. ’ ( = ……. meters)-long
index, there’s a burning torch that represents liberty.
Her left hand holds a tablet inscribed with the date “July 4, 1776”, in Roman numerals, the day
when the USA declared its independence from England. She is wearing flowing robes and the
7 seven rays of her spiked crown symbolize the seven seas and continents.

C.

This ……………………… tall skyscraper, located at 350 Fifth Avenue, between 33rd and 34th
Streets, in midtown Manhattan, was inaugurated on May 1st 1931 and is again, after the 9/11
destruction of the Twin Towers, NY’s highest building, and the second tallest in the US.
To go to the last, 102nd floor, you can either walk up the ……………. steps, or take one of the
73 elevators, that take you in only ……………… right to the top.
The admission price at the building is $14.00 for adults from 18 to 61, or free for military in
uniform, and for toddlers until the age of 5, but accompanied by an adult ticket holder.
Although in its early years its nickname was “Empty State Building”, because of the lack of
inhabitance, …………………. people work inside the building nowadays.
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